
Premeditated Myrtle
by Elisabeth C. Bunce
Budding detectives will appreciate this tale's
humor and suspense as a smart and spirited
12-year-old sleuth tries to prove that her
neighbor's death was murder. This page-turner
is set in Victorian England. (series)

Space Case
by Stuart Gibbs
Dashiell Gibson, 12, is one of the youngest
people living on Moon Base Alpha. When he’s
convinced that a scientist's death is a murder,
he investigates to discover the truth. Told with
humor and suspense. (series)

The Amelia Six
by Julie Lee
Amelia, 11, and five other girls get to spend the
night in Amelia Earhart’s childhood home in
Atchison, KS. When the famous aviator's
goggles disappear, they band together to figure
out what happened.

Finding Mighty
by Sheela Chari
When two friends discover a link between
Myla's recently purchased necklace and Peter’s
missing older brother, their search for answers
takes them into the worlds of parkour, graffiti art,
and diamond-smuggling.

The Body Under the Piano
What might Agatha Christie have been like as a
child? In this book, smart and shy Aggie, age 12,
works to solve a murder in her English seaside
town with the help of a Belgian boy named Hector
Perot. (series)

The Parker Inheritance
by Varian Johnson
Candice encounters a mystery while spending the
summer in a house her grandmother once owned in
Lambert, SC. She and new friend Brandon work to
find a hidden inheritance, clear her grandma’s
name, and right long-ago racial injustices.

Shirley & Jamila Save Their Summer
by Gillian Goerz
When Jamila and Shirley meet at a garage sale,
they don’t have much in common aside from
both dreading boring summer camp.
This graphic novel tells how they strike up a
friendship – and a crime-solving club. (series)

How I Became a Spy
by Deborah Hopkinson
In this World War II thriller, two teens team up to
solve a mystery and keep secrets from falling into
the wrong hands. Complete with ciphers for readers
to crack.

Winterborne Home for Vengeance and Valor
by Ally Carter
April leaves foster care to join other orphans at
Winterborne Home. Together, they solve the
mystery of a missing heir, the meaning of the key
her mother left her long ago, and the identity of a
nighttime wanderer. (series)

Charlie & Frog
by Karen Kane
While off on yet another trip, Charlie Tickler’s
parents have left him with his grandparents who
pretty much ignore him. Charlie makes friends
with Frog, a deaf girl, to unravel a mystery.
Includes ASL signs.

The Mystery of Black Hollow Lane
by Julia Nobel
Sent to a fancy English boarding school by her
mother, Emmy makes new friends and discovers her
strengths while investigating her father's
disappearance and a mysterious secret society.
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The Strangers
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
When the Greystone siblings hear news reports
about three children who are kidnapped – kids
astonishingly identical to them – they work to solve
the mystery and discover a dangerous secret that
turns their world upside-down. (series)

More Series

• Cam Jansen by David A. Adler.
• The Buddy Files by Dori Hillestad Butler
• Hardy Boys by Franklin W. Dixon
• Mr. Lemoncello’s Library by Chris Grabenstein
• Lost Art Mysteries by Deron Hicks
• Nancy Drew by Carolyn Keene
• City Spies by James Ponti
• A to Z Mysteries by Ron Roy
• Encyclopedia Brown by Donald J. Sobol
• Boxcar Children by Gertrude C. Warner

Super Puzzletastic Mysteries
Enjoy these 20 fun-to-crack cases by bestselling
children's authors. Readers use their sleuthing skills
to figure out the clues and solve each short mystery.
.
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